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Introduction
“TangramGear” is an application that works as frontend for Tangram application (which works in
background).
It's specialized in measuring gears: spur and helical.
It creates automatically the measure path from the nominals of the gear and after the measurement it
presents the results in an easily readable report.
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Installation/Set-Up
•
•

•

Create a dedicated Tangram Environment and select it as the current one at start-up.
Use the “TangramGear” installation kit and follow
the wizard
.
If you already have a database containing the gear nominal data and alignments / locations, you
can import it by the Import/Export buttons in the main Tool Bar:

Import

Export

The Export function allows you to choose which gear have to be exported in a data base with “.ndb”
extension (Nominal Data Base).

The Import function allows you to load a previously saved “.ndb” file
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Main Toolbar

The toolbar in organized in 3 main section:

Measurement section

”Stop”: it stops the execution of currently running measuring program.

“Start”: it builds the part program automatically and starts its
execution. If you click on the button, it creates and executes the automatic alignment program and
then it creates and executes the gear measurement program.
If you prefer to build and execute just one of them you need to click on the little arrow close to the
button and a drop-down under the button will show-up where you can choose the program to run.

”Cycle”: it starts a continuous measurement cycle made of an automatic alignment,
followed by a gear measurement, cyclically repeated until you click the button again.
When you click it, the button’s image and the caption
will change to:

to say that when you click again the button the cycle will stop. Remember that when
you click to stop the cycle, it will wait the completion of the current execution anyway.
To stop the current execution immediately you need to press always the stop button.
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”Calibration”: it executes the calibration part program previously saved in tangram with
the project name "$Calibration" and the program name "$Calibration".

”Park”: it executes the parking program previously saved in tangram with the project
name "$Park" and the program name "$Park".

User section

”Login”: it opens the dialog where to enter the user id and password to
login in TangramGear.

The default is USER= admin, PASS= admin

After being logged in, the button “Logout” lets you logout when needed.

You can “Change User” pressing again the Start button. The same dialog of the login will be
showed. With this function you can logout from the previous user and login with another one in a
single action.
“Change Pwd”: it lets you change the password of the current logged user.
It shows the below dialog where you have to enter the old password and type-in the new one.
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Setting section

“Users Mgr”: if you are a user with administrator privileges you can press this button
and access to the user manager dialog.
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Here you can Add, Change and Delete the user profiles.
You have to select a profile in the list and the press Change or Delete.
If you want to add a new profile this Dialog will come up:

Here you can enter the userId, the password and the level of authorization. The available levels are
three:
• Standard user
• Supervisor
• Administrator.
Standard User can just run the gear measurement but not adding a new gear or change the nominals
of gears already present.
Supervisors can do everything but managing the user profiles.
The administrator obviously has no restriction.
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”Config”: it holds all the main configuration information.

“HDB path” is the path of the MSaccess db where TangramGear stores all the project and
measurement data.
“PDF Path” is where TangramGear saves the pdf result reports.
“PDF Virtual Printer” name is the printer used to display the results (better not to change it).
“Spline filter” activates the filter for cutting away the short wavelength errors. Checking this box
will only activate the filtering. The actual filter choice must be done in the specific window in
Move Settings window.
"Stem Rad. / Tip Rad. (1.0 - 0.0)" is the stem radius/tip radius ratio, always between 0 and 1.
It is used by TangramGear to select the tips for measuring each tooth out of a star probe (horizontal
probe direction). This parameter is very important to avoid shanking. A conservative choice is
to put a value bigger than real, up to 0.99.
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"Check close tips collision" instructs TangramGear to avoid collision of close tips in a star probe
case (horizontal probe direction). If you use a PH10 or alike with one tip only you have to leave it
unchecked, also in horizontal probe direction.
"Min. dist. Gear-tool moves(mm)" it is the minimum distance from the probe to the gear while the
probe moves around the gear (moving from one tooth to another one).
“Profile step and flank step” are the nominal points step distance for profile and flank path.
These points will be actually measured in case of trigger mode operation.
In scanning operation they will be used for defining the scanning path where points will be sampled
at t density defined in following paragraph.
A dropdown list allows you to “switch language”:
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“Part fixture reference”: here you can set the support reference project/program.
The central axis of the fixture must be chosen looking at the actual attitude of the fixture.
Here you can specify an offset of the starting
reference with respect to "MCS" in case you have a
fixture device pre-localized in the measurement
volume.

For instance, if the axis of the fixture is
vertical you have to choose +Z
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If the axis of the gear is horizontal along Y
you may chose -Y

If the axis of the gear is horizontal along X
you may chose +X

Every alignment always starts from this support reference, you need to change it for example when
the Z of the gear is not the Z of the machine.
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Tangram interface

This icon is now obsolete still present only in old versions; now replaced with the CTRL+T
keyboard shortcut. Pressing the “Tangram” icon allows to bring the hidden Tangram session forward
with TGear for special programming, especially for alignment programs and/or debug purposes.
For instructions how to use Tangram SW for creating alignment and measurement programs please refer
to specific manual.

“License” menu. Here you can activate the “Demo” license valid for 45 days; or insert the
final license code provided by Itaca after communicating your “Check Code”.
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Gear list section

Q = Diameter over
Balls

In this section you can look at the list of all the gears saved.
The first field is a combo box which holds all the gear program names.
When you select one of them, all its parameters and information are loaded in TangramGear,
together with part number and serial number.
To create a new gear just write a new name in the combo field and then press the button
.
All the fields will be saved in the new gear.
An easy way to create a new gear similar to another one is to call the master and save it with the
new name.

Then modify the parameters to match the new one and press the button

The button

.

is to be used for deleting the gear currently showed in the Gear Name field.

“Tolerance System” drop down menu allows you to choose the Standard
Reference Regulation. Choosing the “None” mode you can set “Custom Tolerance” values by the
following menu:
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In this way you will not get a classification of the gear based on the errors detected; but compliance with
the maximum permitted value. In the report the OOT values will be red and vice versa the green ones.
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Report Setup Panel

editing the header of the

The button
is for
report. It opens Header editor dialog:

You can edit all the field caption except "Company name" and "Date".
In this field you can put a fixed text or system variables with a right click on them and choosing
from a popup menu.
You can change the logo with a right click on it and setting the file path of the image (the image
will be resized to fill the logo space maintaining the width/height ratio).

In the inspection combo box you can select a valid measurement from the DB.
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Below there are 4 fields to define the zone of evaluation: SAP/EAP.

The left two are for the internal and external profile diameter limits for the evaluation of the profile
results.

The right two are the top and bottom Z coordinate of the cut planes to limit the evaluation of the
flank results in order to avoid bevels and deburring radiuses.

After all choices are input, by pushing the Results button, you are switched to the results tab (you
will be switched to the results tab automatically after each complete gear measurement).
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Measurement Settings Section

In this section you have to input the main measurement parameters.

This button allows the generation and loading the gear measurement part program without
executing it, just for checking and/or editing it.

“Teeth Selection” allows to exclude teeth from the measurement or to select one or more group of
teeth to be measured.

this button will open the following dialog box where the teeth list can be entered:
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For example, having a gear with 26 teeth you can input the selection using the “,” or “-“ (as the
selection of the pages of a document for printing).
A few examples of selection:
• 1-26: all teeth will be measured
• 2-26: the first tooth will be excluded
• 1-10, 16-26: teeth from 11 to 15 will be excluded
The Teeth selection will influence the available teeth in the “Mea Teeth Sequence” combo boxes.
To cancel or change the current Teeth Selection it is necessary to enter a new one that overwrites
the previous one.
Simply deleting the interval in the dialogue box will not have effect.

Here you can toggle between vertical or horizontal stylus cluster with respect to the gear plane.

In this combo boxes you can choose which teeth will be involved in Profile and Flanks
measurement.

The reset button is to restore the default values in the 4 combo boxes in such a way to divide the
gear in four equal parts.

Here you can set which measurement to execute and which kind of tool to dedicate to it.
“P/F” means measurement of Profiles and Flanks; here you chose the stylus cluster to be used for
measuring both profiles and flanks (trace).
“Pitches” means measurement of Pitch/Teeth Thickness/Run-Out only.

"Use work diam." instructs TangramGear to take pitch points and flank points on the working pitch
diameter rather than the pitch diameter.
Note: The working diameter is the corrected pitch diameter, i.e. Dp+X
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"Mea H Offset" says to TangramGear from where to start the measurement path along the gear axis
direction.
Consider that usually the alignment is built in such a way to have the Z=0, along the gear axis
direction, at the top of the tooth.
For example, it can be useful if the teeth have a tooth pointing or a chamfer at the top.

“Pitch Offset”(radial offset) allows to measure the points for the calculation of the Pitch/Thickness
and Run-Out not in correspondence of the pitch diameter or the working diameter but in a more
external (positive offset) or internal (negative offset) position.
This may be useful in case the pitch diameter is not physically reachable.

“Tool” selection allows to select the Tool Cluster which will be used during the measurement.
“Default Tool” actually corresponds to “Tool0” in Tangram.
Any other Tool cluster (Tool1, Tool2 etc. etc.) will be displayed with its given name.

“Move Parameters” panel: used to specify the measurement parameters that will be used for
building the measurement program.
By clicking this button, the following window will appear
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The parameters are the same of the general “Config” menu.
In the “Config” menu they had a default function; i.e. you define the values that these parameters
will have if you do not enter any of them.
In this menu instead they will affect the program that will be generated after; therefore, they can
also be different.
In any case, they must be entered before the measure program building. Leaving the default
parameters may be not proper for the specific gear you want to measure.
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Alignment setting section
This section relating to the procedures for creating a localization / alignment program is accessible by
checking the indicted box:

It is possible to proceed in various ways. In any case, the result will be a Tangram measurement
Project, that can be saved and modified, if necessary, both in the characteristics and in the reference
systems, like any other Tangram routine. You can recall that project to carry out the alignment as
well as any other dedicated alignment project has been made (see “Alignment programs
recall/selection” and “Application Advices” chapters).
The procedures integrated in TangramGear are summarized below:

•

Builder of a Manual alignment program: it is a routine that will require manual probing of
basic elements for localization/alignment, with consequent self-learning of the features.
Only the choice of tools will be automatic based on the selected criteria (illustrated below)
and on the orientation of the Gear respect to the machine axes, selected in the menu:
This method is recommended if a dedicated fixturing, which ensures repeatable positioning
of the gear, is not used. At the end of the program this message will appear:
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to which by answering "Yes" the alignment reference will be saved and available for
measurement; moreover, it can be used as a starting point to generate an automatic
alignment program (see below).
•

Builder of a Automatic alignment program: in this case no manual probing will be
necessary. The alignment features and the clearance movements will be automatically
created, based on the dimensional and overall dimensions parameters specified in the side
table. This table is initially empty; therefore, you can proceed in two ways:
o After the completion of the manual alignment, the table will be filled with "raw"
data based on self-learning. It will then be possible to refine or modify them:

The reference system generated takes into account the localization made during
manual probing.
o The table can be filled manually referring to the Gear drawing. In this case, the built
program will have the origin of localization: MCS, that is the zero of the machine
axes. It will therefore be necessary to manually edit in the program to assign it a
usable reference system; for example, a Fixture reference.
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Settings for building alignment programs
The selection of settings uses the same principles, both for the “Manual” builder and for “Automatic”
builder. The functionality of the buttons is illustrated below.

These buttons are for toggling between using star tips and vertical tips in the probing of the Primary
feature: a plane or an axis joining two circles.
There are two kind of measuring sequences for the Primary feature of the alignment:
Reference of gear axis on a cylindrical feature, typically the inner bore or the main shaft.
Circle-circle measure creates the reference using two circles to compute the gear axis
and setting it as the Z axis.
Also X and Y of the axis are used to fix the X and Y of the reference origin.
Reference of gear axis on a plane feature, typically one of the faces of the gear.
Plane-circle measure creates the reference using a plane to compute the gear axis and
setting it as the Z axis. The circle center X and Y are used to fix the X and Y of the
reference origin.
Thereafter, in both cases, a "top point" must be measured to fix the Z coordinate origin of the reference.
The last measurement, for setting the secondary or rotation alignment of the gearmust be done on the two
sides of the first tooth.
First a point on the left side and then a point on the right side (considering left and right looking from the
center of the gear toward the tooth).
The best is to take the points approximately at the center of the tooth face, more or less at the working
pitch diameter.
There are two further options for the measure of the first tooth:

this to toggle between using star tips or vertical tip to measure the first tooth sides only.
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•

The “Manual” builder start button will run the generation of the alignment program and run its
execution. After the conclusion the reference system will be saved and made available for the
measurement that can be started through the Start button:

If you directly push “Start” button, manual alignment program and gear measurement will be
built and executed.
•

The “Automatic” builder start button only run the generation of the alignment program.
Switching to Tangram using the button
in the main bar you will check the result. This
program may be saved and recalled for measuring (see following chapter) or directly executed
using an option of the Start button:

If you directly push “Start” button, automatic alignment program and gear measurement will be
built and executed.
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Alignment programs recall/selection

If you uncheck the Builder box you will open the Align Parameters menu.
Here you can choose between an alignment program previously prepared with the manual/automatic
builder (see previous chapter) or a dedicated program created in Tangram environment (very important
for specially shaped gears with missing areas, seats for circlips…). It's dedicated to customers with
Tangram training (adviced).

Below is a description of the buttons:

"Build new" button opens Tangram application with a new empty project ready to be edited in self
teach mode. Once saved, it can be recalled, see below.

This button is for loading the project selected in the "Alignment project name" combo box, without
executing it. After the project has been loaded, it will be possible to choose the name of the routine
contained in the project using the "Alignment program name" combo box.

This button is for executing the manual program selected in "Alignment program name"
combo box in the manual section. After the execution the program will be saved automatically.
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Report

Clicking on the sheet selection buttons you can get the report preview. It can be exported in PDF format
using the “Export PDF” button. Report files are in any case automatically stored in this folder:
C:\TangramGear_Reports
They can be selected and recalled using the “Show Results” window.

Result sheets page 1 and 2
contain:
•
•
•
•
•

Trace(flank) analysis
Profile analysis
Thickness variation
Pitch deviation
Run-Out

Result sheet page 3 contains:
•
•

MDK: diameter over balls
evaluation
W evaluation
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Connect/Disconnect Tangram

Double click on this image to connect/disconnect the TangramGear application from the
machine. It is useful when you use more than one frontend application with Tangram.

Application advices
Some practical examples will follow with some application recommendations and advices on the choice
of tools.

Introduction
Before switching to TangramGear, it is recommended to have a dedicated Tangram Environment that
includes the tool cluster already defined and calibrated.
Please refer to Tangram manual for the relevant procedure.
The selection of the cluster can then be made directly by TangramGear when defining the program (see
“Measure Setting”).

Tools Choice
Helical Gears
In case of Helical Gear measurements; the most versatile tool system is a
single probe preceded along its axis by a star made of 4 probes or a multiple
(best is 8). The diameter choice of the diameter depends on the teeth
dimensions.
If a star is used, it is recommended to always have 4 styluses oriented along
the coordinate axes.
The single probe will be used for location/alignment only; while one of the
star probes will be used to locate the first tooth that must be oriented along a
coordinate axis.
Straight Gears
In case of Straight Gears measurements a single probe may be enough to
perform both alignment and measurement.
In this case the prevention of shanking is important thus length and diameter
of stylus ball and shaft are very important
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If the probe sphere diameter is less than 2mm and the width of the teeth is
more than 10mm the use of a star is recommended to perform a complete
scanning of the Flanks.
In case of measurement of Pinions with shaft, a star is usually needed to align on the reference diameter
and completely reach the teeth for the measurement of profile and flanks.

Alignment
Once the position of the first tooth has been defined (oriented along a coordinated axis);
the alignment procedure depends on the type of gear and its datum:
1. Primary axis and center origin by two circles (upper and lower). This method is used for Pinions;
usually in this case a star probe cluster is mandatory, because the circles cannot be reached by
the single probe.

Two Circles

Use this
settings

1st Tooth
2. Primary axis by plane and center origin by circle. In this case both the circle and the plane
can be probed by the single probe; while the first tooth, in the case of a helical gear, may be
probed by a tool of the star.

Plane and
Circle
Use these
settings

1st Tooth
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After defining the tools system, the position of the first tooth and choosing the type of
alignment; we recommend producing a final alignment program starting from the trace
of the manual program automatically generated by Tangram, using the button:

2
After the generation, it is possible to do a first manual execution in self-learning
following the instructions on screen:

or stop the execution by the button (1) to go directly to the program customization
by Tangram (see Tangram user manual) and then saving it by the button (2) in
order to recall it as an alignment program (3) at each start of the measurement cycle
(4):

3

4

1
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Plane/Circle alignment
The generic alignment scheme obtained following the previous indications, will be described below.

Manual or CNC
mode
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Two Circles Alignment

The generic alignment scheme obtained following the previous indications, will be described below.

Manual or CNC
mode
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Customization of the Alignment Program
For more detailed information on editing geometrical features, see the Tangram User Manual; however,
through access to every single element of the program, it is possible to:
•
•
•

Check or reassign the tool that will perform the element; for example the points on the side of
the first tooth (1).
Introduce Movements or Way-points in order to create an automatic program.
Change the execution mode from Manual to CNC (2).

2

1

By pressing the "F1" button on the Joystick Tangram acquires the current position of the active tool as a
positioning “Pos” point.
This allows the movement from one element to the next one for avoiding collisions.
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Contacts
For training requests, questions and examples please contact Itaca’s Application department at:

info@itaca-sw.it

ITACA srl
Via Genova 23,
10098 RIVOLI (TO), ITALY
T/F: +39 011 9574384
www.itaca-sw.it
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